Administrivia

- Homework grades coming soon. Will also send a summary of grades so far and approximate letter grade.
- Homework 8 design and code due Monday.
- Review sheet for final on Web. Questions?
- Sample programs on Web include C++-style I/O, chat program from last time, RMI version of chat program.
- Office hours this week — afternoons, details by e-mail.
- Preview of next semester's courses?

Course Recap — What Did We Do?

- Java and object-oriented programming — polymorphism, inheritance, etc.
- Basic ADTs — stacks, queues, trees (sorted and heaps); different implementations (arrays versus dynamic data structures using references).
- Recursion review.
- Tour of the Java libraries — GUIs, graphics, exceptions, I/O; a little about threads and networking.
- A fairly large programming project involving using someone else's code.
- To get a sense of what you learned — compare what you knew in August to what you know now.

Minute Essay

- None — just sign in.